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Abstract
Liquid Crystalline Polymers (LCPs) provide favorable dielectric properties for extremely high frequency
(30 – 100 GHz) radio frequency device packaging and printed circuit board substrates. This investigation
sought to determine the cause of process-induced effects in the dielectric constant between injection
molded and cast film extruded LCP. Processing LCPs creates through-thickness hierarchical structure,
consisting of a core and skin layer.
Volume fraction of skin layer was determined to be responsible for the difference in dielectric constant
between injection molding and cast film extrusion. Dielectric constant is a function of this volume
fraction with a near linear relationship. Is was discovered that dielectric constant can be predicted by
fundamental rule of mixtures, or adaptations from Lichtenecker, Maxwell-Garnett, and JayasundereSmith. All studied models predicted dielectric constant of cast films (100 – 200 µm) and injection molded
plaques (1.60 mm) within a margin of error of ± 2 and 4 %, respectively, against experimental results.
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1. Motivation
It has been proven that processed LCPs demonstrate a hierarchical structure, with highly oriented crystal
domains in the skin layer and slightly transverse orientation in the core, with varying intensities of
orientation in between. Identical formulation bulk LCP material consistently results in differing dielectric
constant when either injection molded or cast film extruded. These cast films develop higher Dk and are
more anisotropic in the flow and transverse directions than injection molded plaques. The primary
investigation of this thesis is to determine why the dielectric properties of LCPs differ between two
manufacturing processes. The second focus is to develop a predictive model for dielectric properties
based on the volume fraction of skin layer in the sample. Understanding this phenomenon will facilitate
process control and production of LCPs with similar dielectric properties manufactured by either
processing method.

2. Introduction
In order to understand the results and findings presented in this study, a solid background of information
must be formed framing the scope of this investigation. In this section, the liquid crystalline polymer
material studied is introduced and discussed as it pertains to the high frequency radio frequency device
industry. The dielectric constant and complex permittivity examined here are explained as well as why
liquid crystalline polymer possesses favorable dielectric constant. Lastly, processing methods of liquid
crystalline polymers are described and their effect on the resulting polymer morphological structure. The
material studied here is a liquid crystalline polymer composite proprietary to the industry sponsor, iQLP
(Woburn, MA, USA).

2.1 Liquid Crystalline Polymer
Liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs), which retain molecular crystallinity during melting and exists in the
liquid phase, form a unique class of performance materials with specialized properties that make them
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ideal candidates for various engineering applications. Their long-range molecular order gives rise to high
mechanical strength at high temperatures and high chemical resistance, as well as flame retardancy and
good weatherability [1]. The influential molecule in LCPs is p-hydroxybenzoic acid (HBA), a bulky
aromatic molecule located in the main chain. HBA provides main chain rigidity and reduces segmental
motion, allowing high degrees of crystallinity and the unique properties seen in LCP in comparison to
amorphous polymers [2]. In addition, LCPs exhibit good electrical behavior and possess low and stable
dielectric constant up to and throughout the super high frequency range (SHF) (3 to 30 GHz) and into the
extremely high frequency range (EHF) (30 to 100 GHz) [3]. Researchers have taken advantage of these
favorable properties to improve the performance of commercial polymers by adding LCPs as
reinforcements [4]. However, the directional molecular order which drives the favorable material
properties leads to inherent anisotropic behavior in the bulk material. Crystals can orient in three major
phases; nematic, smectic, and cholesteric (Figure 1). In nematic orientation, crystals have a general
directionality but no positional order. Smectic crystal phases have both directionality and planar
orientation. The cholesteric simply adds a degree of twist to create a helical structure along an axis of
symmetry [5].

Figure 1 - Three phases of liquid crystals [5]
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LCPs may also be characterized by their melt characteristics. Thermotropic describes the ability of an
LCP to melt at a specific temperature, as opposed to lyotropic LCPs which require a dissolving agent to
be melted [6]. The material studied in this work is a proprietary thermotropic, nematic phase LCP
developed by iQLP (Woburn, MA, USA).

2.2 Packaging of Radio Frequency Electronics
LCPs favorable mechanical, chemical, and electrical properties have driven research in many niche
electronic industry applications, including, circuit substrates, flexible RF electronics and antennas, high
power and high frequency air cavities, surface mount packages for Ka-band, and hermetic packaging [2,
3, 7-9]. Hermetic packaging is critical for electronics packaging providing protection against
environmental conditions that could damage delicate components or perturb electronic signals. Not only
do LCPs possess favorable electrical properties, but they are also chemically inert, and resistant to UV
exposure and hydrolysis. Current packaging technology for SHF and EHF ranges includes
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) composites, multilayer ceramic, metal, and glass materials that provide
adequate hermeticity and low loss. Salmela et al. investigated laminated high temperature co-fired
ceramics (HTCC) and low temperature co-fired ceramics (LTCC) as a cost effective alternative to
multilayer metallic packaging in microwave frequencies and found that LTCC possesses dielectric
properties that rival current metallic packaging and can be used in high frequency applications [10]. LCPs
are capable of roll-roll processing, a method of manufacturing electronics on a roll of flexible plastic,
leading to a potential further cost reduction from LTCC processing.
PTFE composites have been studied for electronic packaging application in high to very high frequency
ranges. Pan et al. investigated PTFE composites filled with 0 – 60 weight percent of Aluminum Nitride
(AIN) and corresponding dielectric properties in a frequency range of 100 Hz to 1 MHz. The investigators
showed that as filler content increased to 50 wt%, dielectric constant of the material gradually increases
due to the higher dielectric constant of the AIN filler. However, as filler content increased past 50 wt%,
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the dielectric constant of the material gradually reduced. This may be attributed to the high filler content
creating interfacial contact of the filler particles, resulting in more air voids. Dielectric properties of all
wt% composites were stable through the tested range of 100 Hz to 1 MHz [11].
Pan et al. attempted to predict the dielectric constant of the PTFE/AlN composite and compared the
following Equation 1-4 [11-13].
Effective Medium Theory (EMT):

𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜀𝑐 [1 +

𝜈(𝜀𝑠 − 𝜀𝑐 )
]
𝜀𝑐 + 𝑛(1 − 𝜈)(𝜀𝑠 − 𝜀𝑐 )

(1)

Lichtenecker:
𝐿𝑜𝑔 𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜈𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜀𝑠 + (1 − 𝜈)𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜀𝑐

(2)

Maxwell-Garnett:

𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝜀𝑐 [1 +

3𝜈(𝜀𝑠 − 𝜀𝑐 )
]
2𝜀𝑐 + 𝜀𝑠 − 𝜈(𝜀𝑠 − 𝜀𝑐 )

(3)

Jayasundere-Smith:

𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓

3𝜈(𝜀𝑠 − 𝜀𝑐 )
3𝜀
𝜀𝑐 (1 − 𝜈) + 𝜀𝑠 𝜈 [𝜀 + 𝑐2𝜀 ] [1 + 𝜀 +
2𝜀𝑐 ]
𝑠
𝑐
𝑠
=
3𝜈(𝜀𝑠 − 𝜀𝑐 )
3𝜀
1 − 𝜈 + 𝜈 [𝜀 + 𝑐2𝜀 ] [1 + 𝜀 +
2𝜀𝑐 ]
𝑠
𝑐
𝑠

(4)

where 𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the Dk of the sample, 𝜀𝑠 is the Dk of skin layer 𝜀𝑐 is the Dk of core layer, 𝜈 is the volume
fraction of skin layer, and 𝑛 is a correction factor accounting for inclusion geometry. Pan et al. found that
EMT fit the experimental data most accurately, because of the inclusion geometry correction factor 𝑛
[11].
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2.3 Dielectric Properties
LCPs are investigated in high frequency and other electronic applications in part due to their low relative
permittivity. Permittivity is related to electric susceptibility, a measurement of a material’s capability to
polarize in an externally applied electric field. Relative permittivity is comprised of a complex expression
when used in an alternating electric field, and determines the material’s capability to store and dissipate
energy in the presence of an applied external electric field compared to that of a vacuum. The real part of
permittivity, dielectric constant (Dk), is the materials ability to store energy in an applied electric field. It
is driven by the materials electric susceptibility, and is often a non-linear relationship with frequency. The
imaginary part measures the materials dissipation factor in the applied field, and is often called the loss
tangent. Complex permittivity is shown below in Equation (5).
𝜀 = 𝜀’𝑟 + 𝑖𝜀𝑟 ’’

(5)

where 𝜀 is complex permittivity, 𝜀’𝑟 is the real part called dielectric constant, and 𝜀𝑟 ’’ is the imaginary part
called loss factor [14].
Relative permittivity is often referred to in literature simply as dielectric constant. Materials that
demonstrate low Dk are important electronic insulators used to insulate signal carrying devices, and
reduce crosstalk and power dissipation [15]. Dipole, electronic, and atomic polarization contribute to the
dielectric properties of a material. Polar molecules will have higher Dk.
For example, a non-polar PTFE molecule has opposing dipole moments resulting in a net zero dipole
magnitude, while a PVC molecule has an unbalanced main chain in which each dipole polarization vector
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results in the same direction. Due to the chain geometry, PTFE will orient less to an external electric field,
resulting in a lower Dk than PVC, 2.1 and 4.5, respectively (Figure 2) [16].

Figure 2 - PTFE (a) and PVC (b) with arrow showing the net dipole moment. PTFE (Dk ~ 2.1) and PVC
(Dk ~ 4.5) [16]

In the 30 – 100 GHz range, polarization is dominated by dipolar orientation. As frequency increases, the
field shifts orientation at a rate at which dipoles cannot reorient simultaneous. This weakens the
polarization of the dipoles, storing less energy on the dielectric material. Ahmad has adapted a good plot
from literature of dominating polarization phenomena as a function of wave frequency (Figure 3) [16].

Figure 3 - Dielectric constant and loss tangent as a function of frequency [16]

LCPs have low dielectric constant and loss factor due to their inability to form dipole moments in an
applied electric field. Their high degree of crystallinity and non-polar, aromatic molecular structure
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restrict movement. An example molecule, Vectran, is an LCP manufactured by Kuraray Co. Ltd
(Houston, TX, USA) (Figure 4). The aromatic rings, including the p-hydroxybenzoic acid, provide chain
rigidity and are responsible for the lack of dipole orientation response [17].

Figure 4 - Molecular structure of Vectran [17]

2.4 LCP Processing and Hierarchical Structure
Evolution of anisotropy in the LCP during manufacturing can adversely affect the macroscopic properties.
Therefore, it is critical to understanding of which processing parameters control the crystal orientations to
enable the production of more isotropic LCPs. Unlike amorphous polymers, which become isotropic in
the molten state, LCPs keep their orientation at high temperatures. The interaction and orientation of the
crystal domains play an important role in the material properties [18]. Additionally, LCP molecules have
a higher inertia than amorphous polymer chains, which opposes Brownian motion of the molecules.
During manufacturing processes, the high-inertia LCP crystals align themselves parallel to the direction
of shear and maintain their orientation even after processing. That being said, due to the variable cooling
between the bulk polymer and the surface in contact with the mold or rolls, uneven crystallization occurs
near the surface [18]. The initial location of crystallization creates a region called the skin layer, which
possesses a different mesoscopic structure than the bulk polymer, and is found to be highly oriented. As
polymer melt continues to flow past this newly crystallized skin layer, the interaction causes shear
stresses, creating a new intermediate region with its own morphology. In the center of the processed
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polymer resides a core region that is less affected by the shear stresses, and therefore a less oriented layer
(Figure 5) [19].

Figure 5 - Hierarchical structure of processed LCP [19]

The processing of the polymer melt introduces a heterogeneous morphology in the through-thickness
direction resulting in varying macroscopic properties [19, 20]. Understanding the formation of the skin
layer is thus crucial to characterizing the effects of manufacturing process parameters on LCP dielectric
properties.

2.4.1 Injection Molding
Injection molding is a popular manufacturing technique to create complex polymer part geometries
(Figure 6). It is a non-continuous process that can be cycled at fast rates depending on part geometry,
polymer properties, and machine capability. Polymer resin pellets are heated above their melt temperature
and mixed in a barrel housing the reciprocating screw. The screw shears the melted resin, homogenizes,
and translates the melt downward towards the cavity. The mold is filled by the reciprocating screw
advancing forward, injecting a specified volume of melt. After the melt is injected into the mold, it is
clamped and compressed with a force usually on the order of tons [21-23]
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Figure 6 - Injection molding process diagram [23]

The mold is comprised of two or more platens, one of which is moveable to allow for clamping. Inside
the mold, the melt is injected through the nozzle, then travels down the sprue, and enters the runners
(Figure 7). The runners lead the melt to their respective cavities. Multi-cavity molds are common in mass
production to reduce cycle time per part. Before entering the cavity, the melt passes through a gate which
induces shear on the melt. Injection molding is possible partly due to the shear thinning phenomena
demonstrated by most polymers. Under shear, the polymer melt viscosity lowers, and allows easier filling
of the cavity [21, 22, 24].
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Figure 7 - Injection molding mold cavity diagram [24]

After the cavity is completely filled, the mold will clamp and hold the polymer until the part is frozen.
The mold can be actively cooled to increase freezing rate and decrease cycle times. During injection
molding, the polymer melt experiences a complex environment of shear and thermodynamic stress. A
parabolic, or fountain flow front is formed immediately upon entering the mold, and the elongational
stresses at the boundary of the flow front orient the polymer chains and crystalline domains (Figure 8).
These highly oriented crystal domains are first to contact the mold cavity wall and instantaneously freeze
[19, 25].

Figure 8 - Fountain flow front, elongation stresses, and skin layer
formation during injection molding adapted from [25]

As the flow front advances into the cavity, subsequent crystal domains experience elongational stresses
and are deposited on the mold cavity wall and frozen. Polymer now entering the cavity and flowing over
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the immobile skin layer introduces shear stresses parallel to the flow direction. This subskin, or
intermediate layer, has less oriented crystal domains than the frozen skin because elongational stresses are
more effective at generating orientation than shear stresses [26, 27]. The further distance from the mold
cavity wall, crystal domains experience less elongational and shear stress fields, thus orientation relaxes.
Moreover, directionality has been found to be transverse to that of the flow [26, 28]. This hierarchical
structure is apparent in almost all forms of polymer injection molding, but the thickness and orientation
intensity of the layers can be altered with processing conditions.
Numerous authors have investigated this relationship between processing conditions and hierarchical
structure. In 1985, while studying varying thickness of injection molded thermotropic liquid crystalline
poly (p-hydroxy-benzoic acid-co-ethylene terephthalate), Hedmark et al. found that three to five layers
(with symmetry) may form. Thicker samples exhibited a non-oriented core layer, enclosed between
distinct subskin layers [29]. Later in 1991, Hsiung and Cakmak investigated the structural gradients in
injection molded ULTRAX KR 4002, a thermotropic LCP from BASF (Ludwigshafen, Germany). Under
varying mold cavity temperatures and injection speeds, Hsiung and Cakmak found the presence of a dual
part transitional layer beneath the skin layer. It consisted of a less oriented subskin layer, and beneath that,
a highly oriented shear layer. A core was also present beneath the transitional layer, creating a four layer
structure (without symmetry). It was found that skin layer thickness decreased with increased mold
temperature, but differentiation between the subskin and shear layers became increasingly ambiguous. As
injection speeds increase, the subskin and shear layer thickness increase dramatically, while the skin layer
thickness also decreased. Crystal domain orientation was highest in the skin layer, lower in the
transitional layers, and slightly transverse to the flow direction in the core [26]. Cakmak and Cronin also
investigated this, and included an explanation to the relationship between injection speed and mold cavity
temperature. During injection, two flow front speeds determine the structure near the skin region. The
speed at which the melt front moved (VMF ) and the speed of the solidification front (VSF). VMF is
determined by the injection speed of the machine, and VSF is a result of the thermodynamic boundary
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between the melt and the mold cavity wall (primarily conduction driven). The temperature gradient
between the melt and mold controls VSF. As mold temperature decreases, VSF increased for a given
injection speed, and the region swept by the solidified skin layer front penetrates deeper into the mold
[19, 30].
The relationship between anisotropic crystal orientation and resulting mechanical properties of LCPs was
studied by Wang et al. They compared the crystal domain orientation and mechanical properties of
injection molded Vectra A950 samples 1 to 4 mm thick (Table 1). The anisotropic ratio was calculated as
the ratio between the tensile modulus in the flow and transverse directions, and when summed represent
the overall tensile modulus [31].
Table 1 - Mechanical anisotropy in LCP plaques [31]

Anisotropic ratio (AR) is defined as the ratio between the longitudinal tensile modulus (LM) and
transverse tensile modulus (TM) of the material. The sum of LM and TM (LM + TM) was used as a
measurement of the change and represent a magnitude of the tensile modulus [31]. As plaque thickness
increased, tensile modulus became more isotropic, but overall tensile modulus in both the flow and
transverse directions decreased. Thinner plaques underwent higher shear rates, further orienting the
crystal domains, thus driving anisotropic tensile modulus. Notably, the higher the anisotropic ratio, the
higher overall material tensile modulus. This relationship also held true for tensile strength [31].
Its has been observed that the hierarchical structure in injection molded LCP contains degrees of crystal
orientation; from highly oriented parallel to the flow direction in the skin layer, to slight transverse
oreintaion in the same respect in the core. It is theorized that this distribution of crystal orientation creates
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layers containing different dielectric constant. The more highly oriented the layer, the stronger and more
anisotropic the dielectic properties.

2.4.2 Cast Film Extrusion
A rival to the blown film process, cast film extrusion has increased in popularity for making thin films or
multilayer, coextruded thin film systems. Multilayer systems offer a combination of material properties,
and are often used to improve barrier properties. Initially similar to injection molding, polymer pellets are
collected using a gravimetric hopper and fed into a heated barrel with a rotating screw. The pellets are
heated above their melt temperature and homogenized by the screw. At this point, the melt is
continuously extruded through a flat coat hanger die design (Figure 9). The melt is thinned in the z
direction and a film is formed [32, 33].

Figure 9 - Coat hanger-type die concept (A): (1) central inlet
port; (2) manifold (distributes melt); (3) island (along with
manifold, provides uniform pressure drop from inlet to die lip;
(4) die lip (die exit forms a wide slit) [32]
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After the film shape has been formed by the die, the film is immediately pressed up against chill rolls,
often times via a vacuum box or an air knife (Figure 10). Chill rolls are kept at a temperature below the
melt temperature of the polymer, immediately freezing the melt into a solid film. The film is then wound
on a winder around a tube [32, 34].

Figure 10 - Cast film extrusion, extruder, air knife, and chill rolls [34]

iQLP is a principal manufacturer of cast film LCP, but there is limited available literature on resulting
morphology or dielectric constant. This investigation is also a principal study of LCP cast film
morphology and hierarchical structure.

3. Experimental Methods
Several experimental methods were utilized in determination of the dielectric constant of LCPs in relation
to skin layer thickness. First, a method of dielectric measurement via resonant cavity perturbation will be
discussed, followed by an explanation of the processing parameters studied in a design of experiments
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using the injection molding machine, and finally a description of the process used to remove the skin
layer from both injection molded plaques and cast films.

3.1 Resonant Cavity Perturbation Method Dielectric Measurement
The polymer dielectric constant, Dk, was measured using a non-contact technique known as the Resonant
Cavity Perturbation method with the in-waveguide measurement. Resonant cavity perturbation is the
preferred method due to its ability to test small samples in a designed frequency range. Removing the
necessity to contact the sample with an electrode eliminates some experimental error and signal noise
associated with proper contact area at the interface. The electric field inside the cavity is always
perpendicular to the wave propagation direction, and slots can be added in the cavity wall transverse to
the propagation direction. These slots allow for easy entrance into and egress of samples out of the cavity
[35, 36]. The resonant peak frequency is determined by the geometry of the cavity and the sample
material’s dielectric constant. Each cavity will have a set of modes in certain frequency ranges based on
the geometry of the cavity. At iQLP, the cavity geometry allows for testing between 7 – 9 GHz. This
system was designed by Chao et al. in partnership with Agilent Technologies (Boston, MA, USA)
according to ASTM D2520, and was repeated, validated, and expanded on up to 100 GHz by DuPont
(Wilmington, DE, USA) [14, 35-37].

Figure 11 - Schematic diagram of electrolyte sample in waveguide [35]

The polymer dielectric sample is located in the waveguide and shown as a black bar in Figure 11. A
propagating electromagnetic wave inside the waveguide is reflected (S11) and transmitted (S21) by the
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loaded dielectric [38, 39] . The known electric and magnetic polarization of propagating waves in
waveguides is useful in analyzing certain dielectric constant and loss factor. This measurement method
has also been applied successfully on thin film materials [36, 37]. A system schematic of the resonant
cavity perturbation method experimental set-up, including the Agilent Technologies 8722ES vector
network analyzer (VNA), waveguides, and shim, is illustrated in Figure 12 [35].

Figure 12 - Setup for VNA measurements. The samples are placed in the shim [35]

If two metal plates are added to both ends of the shim in the above technique, the enclosed hollow
rectangular waveguide will form a cavity as shown below in Figure 13.

Figure 13 - Setup for transverse resonant cavity method for the
measurement. The cavity has a slot in the transverse direction [35]
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As the electromagnetic waves leave the waveguides, iris plates containing small center holes are used to
couple the energy and introduce the wave into the cavity. The inserted sample slightly perturbs the
distribution of electromagnetic fields inside the cavity, and thus change the resonant frequency and
quality factor. The difference between the sample-filled and empty cavity is then used to compute the
dielectric constant of the LCP [35, 36]. In this investigation, a VNA, was used to determine the resonant
behavior of both the empty cavity and the sample-filled cavity. The VNA resonant cavity and waveguide
set up is demonstrated below in Figure 14 and Figure 15.

Figure 14 - Inserting an LCP film sample into the resonant cavity and
waveguides

Figure 15 - Resonant cavity, coaxial cables, and Agilent 8722ES Vector Network
Analyzer
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The resonant cavity used in this investigation has particular dimensions to ensure a resonant peak
frequency specific to testing ranges of interest to this work, particularly in the 7 – 9 GHz range (Figure 16
Figure 17). Previous graduate student research by Chao at al. on electromagnetic theory determined the
cavity dimensions [35].

Figure 16 - Resonant cavity dimensions [35]

Figure 17 - 3D model of the resonant cavity, highlighting sample location [35]
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Using the resonant frequency found by the VNA, the quality factor, defined by the energy stored per
cycle over the energy lost per cycle is calculated as using Equation (6) below.
𝑄=

𝑓0 𝑓𝑠

(6)

𝑓0 2 − 𝑓𝑠 2

where Q is the quality factor, f0 is the empty resonant frequency, and fs is the resonant frequency with
sample.

Figure 18 - Resonant frequencies, bandwidth, and quality factor of the empty cavity and sample [35]

The quality factor is a measurement of symmetry about the resonant peak shown above in Figure 18. The
dielectric constant (Dk), dielectric loss factor (Df), and dissipation factor (Dr) of the LCP sample are then
found using the following Equations (7) (8) (9) (10) (11).
𝑓𝑠 𝑡𝑐
) +1
𝑓0 𝑡𝑠

(7)

1 1
1 𝑡𝑐
( − )
4 𝑄𝑠 𝑄0 𝑡𝑠

(8)

𝐷𝑘 = 𝜀 ′

(9)

𝐷𝑓 = 𝜀 ′′

(10)

𝜀 ′′
𝜀′

(11)

𝜀 ′ = (1 −
𝜀 ′′ =

𝐷𝑟 =
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where ε’ is the dielectric constant, ε” is the imaginary part of dielectric permittivity or loss tangent, f0 is
the empty resonant frequency, fs is the resonant with sample, Q0 is the empty quality factor, Qs is the
quality factor with sample, tc is the thickness of the cavity, and ts is the thickness of the sample. The loss
tangent (Df) of the samples was also calculated because of its close relationship with Dk, but was not a
point of interest in this investigation.

3.2 Injection Molding Process Control DOEs
In an attempted to adjust dielectric constant with process control, to design of experiments were
conducted using the injection molding machine. The factors investigated were fill time, pack time, pack
pressure, barrel temperature, and mold temperature.

3.2.1 Fill Time, Pack Time, and Pack Pressure
LCP 27.1 mm2 square samples were punched from injection molded (IM) parts created with a Sodick
Plustech Model TR40EHV IM machine (Schaumburg, IL, USA). iQLP’s injection molding machine and
an injection molded LCP part are presented in Figure 19 and Figure 20.
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Figure 19 - Sodick Plustech Model TR40EHV injection molding machine
with a finished LCP part

Figure 20 - Injection molded LCP part and punched sample
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A design of experiments (DOE) was used to study the effects of varying IM process parameters on LCP
dielectric constant (Table 2). An experimental design was created with three factors; fill time, pack
pressure, and pack time. Each factor was analyzed at three levels: lower, intermediate, and upper.
Table 2 - Factors fill time, pack pressure, and pack time with three levels

Factor/Level

Lower Value

Intermediate Value

Upper Value

Fill Time (sec)

0.25

1.00

2.00

Pack Pressure (psi)

1500

4000

5000

Pack Time (sec)

2.00

5.00

10.00

3.2.2

Barrel Temperature and Mold Temperature

A second experimental design, using LCP samples created from the same IM machine, was created to
study two additional processing parameters. Barrel and mold temperatures at three levels each (Table 3).
Table 3 - Factors barrel and mold temperature with three levels

Factor/Level

Lower Value

Intermediate Value

Upper Value

Barrel Temperature (°F)

110

180

250

Mold Temperature (°F)

360

370

380
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3.3 Hierarchical Structure Examination
To study the relationship between the hierarchical structure and DK anisotropy, the highly oriented skin
layer was removed from injection molded and cast film samples by an end mill and sanding to varying
depths and tested for dielectric constant using the resonant cavity perturbation method and vector network
analyzer.

3.3.1

Injection Molded Plaque Skin Layer Removal

To study the effects of the skin layer on the dielectric constant of the injection molded LCP plaques, ten
samples were tested for Dk in the flow and transverse directions using the VNA. The same samples were
retested with the skin layer removed. These ten samples were of identical formulation, and produced in
the same batch using identical IM parameters. The samples were 1.6 mm in thickness. Using optical
microscopy at 5X and color adjustment to emphasize the morphology, the skin layer thickness was
determined to be 0.06 – 0.10 mm thick (Figure 21).

Figure 21 - LCP sample cross-section polished and skin layer
measured under a microscope at 5X
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Under low power microscopy, all layers of the hierarchical structure are visible. The skin layer is along
both boundaries of the sample, below that is a transitional shear layer, and an interior core. Skin layer
measurements along the cross-section were taken to identify a maximum thickness.
The skin layer was removed using a Bridgeport end mill (Figure 22). Two orthogonal passes with a 12.7
mm (0.5 in.) end mill at a depth of 0.072 mm or 0.270 mm depending on the study, were needed to
remove the skin layer from the surface visible to the electromagnetic waves during dielectric testing. The
four corners were not removed because the resonant cavity used in dielectric testing is designed
specifically to accommodate 1.6 mm plaques, therefore leaving the corners intact maintains the original
thickness and ensures a proper fit. Cut angles along the surface of in-cavity samples may induce
erroneous refractory electromagnetic waves, altering the resonant frequency peak. Maintaining the
corners is permissible because the sample surface is only exposed to testing in a center justified
rectangular area of 22.85 mm by 10.14 mm, which was inside the intact corners.

Figure 22 - Bridgeport and end mill removing LCP plaque skin layer
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Two depth-of-cut investigation were done to compare the dielectric constant of the skin and core layers.
The average depth of cut of the skin layer and core examinations were 0.072 mm and 0.27 mm,
respectively.

3.3.2

Cast Film Extrusion Skin Layer Removal

To study the effects of the skin layer on the dielectric constant of LCP cast film, ten samples were tested
for Dk in the flow and transverse directions using the VNA. The samples were then retested with the skin
layer removed. These ten samples were of identical formulation, and produced in the same batch using
identical extrusion parameters. The samples were 0.115 mm in thickness. Using optical microscopy at
10X and color adjustment to emphasize the morphology, the skin layer thickness was determined to be 15
µm (Figure 23).

Figure 23 – Cast film LCP cross section at 10X with hierarchical structure
thicknesses labeled
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The hierarchical structure is less pronounced in the extruded film. This follows previous research by
investigators which finds the boundary layers become more pronounced as thickness increases [26, 29,
30] . However, a simple skin-core morphology is clearly seen in these extruded film samples. Shown in
Figure 23, the seemingly hollow region on each surface of the sample is representative of the skin layer.
Removal of the skin layer from the thin film samples required more cautious means than the removal for
injection molded plaques, with a removal thickness target of 15 µm. A level block and 180 grit sandpaper
using a Buehler Ecomet IV polisher (Lake Bluff, IL, USA) were used as demonstrated in Figure 24 and
Figure 25.

Figure 24 - Level block and four LCP film samples prepared for sanding
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Figure 25 - Buehler Ecomet IV polisher and 180 grit sandpaper

Constant monitoring of material removal via micrometers was done to ensure as close to a target removal
thickness as possible. Three removal experiments were conducted; bulk skin layer removal, half skin
layer removal, and a step by step skin layer removal (Table 4).

Table 4 - Skin layer removal experimental procedures for cast films

Removal Test

Description

Bulk

Skin layer removed from both
sides target 15 µm
Skin layer removed from one
side target 15 µm
Skin layer removed in target
increments of 5 µm per side

One side
Step by step removal

Average amount
removed per side
13 µm

.

15 µm
18 µm
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4 Results and Discussion
The results from the injection molding DOEs and skin layer removal experiments are shown and
discussed in this section. The dielectric constant values were measured using the vector network analyzer,
and analysis of variance was calculated using a statistical software package Minitab (State College, PA,
USA). Predictive models are introduced to study the volume fraction of skin layer and its effect on the
dielectric constant, and were calculated using MATLAB (Natick, MA, USA). Using the predictive
models, a link between the through thickness hierarchical structure and dielectric constant was
discovered.

4.1 Injection Molding Process Design of Experiments
The Dk values, calculated from the VNA data, were analyzed for statistical significance and main effects
in Minitab (State College, PA, USA). Many of the factors presented here were found to be statistically
significant, but not industrially significant. Industrial significance is determined by iQLP leadership and
involves meaningful change in the material properties that may lead to promising future research,
development, or marketability. Two samples from each DOE of the most extreme factor and level
combinations were examined to compare the hierarchical structure, specifically the skin layer thickness
and volume fraction.

4.1.1 Fill Time, Pack Pressure, and Pack Time
The Minitab DOE analysis package was used was to investigate statistical significance of variance and
the main effect on Dk of the three factors: fill time, pack pressure, and pack time (three factor, three level
design). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tables and main effect plots were created for the flow direction
(machine direction MD) and transverse directions (TD) (Table 5, 6, and Figure – 28).
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Table 5 - ANOVA table of Dk for fill time, pack pressure, and pack time in MD

Fill Time, Pack Pressure, and Pack Time ANOVA Dk in MD
Source
DF
Adj SS
Adj MS F-Value P-Value
Model
26 0.002184 0.000084
5.510
0.000
Linear
6 0.001321 0.000220
14.450
0.000
Fill Time
2 0.000154 0.000077
5.060
0.014
Pack Pressure
2 0.001107 0.000554
36.330
0.000
Pack Time
2 0.000060 0.000030
1.960
0.161
2-Way Interactions
12 0.000582 0.000049
3.180
0.006
Fill Speed*Pack Pressure
4 0.000403 0.000101
6.610
0.001
Fill Speed*Pack Time
4 0.000140 0.000035
2.300
0.085
Pack Pressure*Pack Time
4 0.000040 0.000010
0.650
0.632
3-Way Interactions
8 0.000280 0.000035
2.300
0.051
Fill Speed*Pack Pressure*Pack Time
8 0.000280 0.000035
2.300
0.051
Error
27 0.000412 0.000015
Total
53 0.002595

Table 6 - ANOVA table of Dk for fill time, pack pressure, and pack time in TD

Fill Time, Pack Pressure, and Pack Time ANOVA Dk in TD
Source
DF
Adj SS
Adj MS F-Value P-Value
Model
26 0.013264 0.000510
26.10
0.000
Linear
6 0.012377 0.002063
105.52
0.000
Fill Time
2 0.009399 0.004700
240.40
0.000
Pack Pressure
2 0.002946 0.001473
75.36
0.000
Pack Time
2 0.000031 0.000016
0.80
0.460
2-Way Interactions
12 0.000453 0.000038
1.93
0.076
Fill Speed*Pack Pressure
4 0.000340 0.000085
4.35
0.008
Fill Speed*Pack Time
4 0.000008 0.000002
0.10
0.981
Pack Pressure*Pack Time
4 0.000105 0.000026
1.34
0.279
3-Way Interactions
8 0.000434 0.000054
2.78
0.022
Fill Speed*Pack Pressure*Pack Time
8 0.000434 0.000054
2.78
0.022
Error
27 0.000528 0.000020
Total
53 0.013792
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Figure 26 - Main effects plot for Dk in MD studying fill time, pack
pressure, and pack time

Figure 26 - Main effects plot for Dk in TD studying fill time, pack
pressure, and pack time

Figure 28 - Main effects plot for Dk ratio of MD/TD studying fill time,
pack pressure, and pack time
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4.1.2 Mold and Barrel Temperature
The same statistical analysis was conducted for the second experimental design with barrel and mold
temperature (two factor, three level design). ANOVA tables and main effect plots were created for MD
and TD (Table 7, 8, and Figure – 31).

Table 7 - ANOVA table of Dk for mold and barrel temperature in MD

Barrel and Mold Temperature ANOVA Dk in MD
Source
DF
Adj SS
Adj MS F-Value P-Value
Model
8 0.002170 0.000271
8.270
0.002
Linear
4 0.002060 0.000515
15.700
0.000
Mold Temperature
2 0.002053 0.001026
31.290
0.000
Barrel Temperature
2 0.000007 0.000004
0.110
0.900
2-Way Interactions
4 0.000110 0.000027
0.840
0.535
Mold Temperature*Barrel Temperature
4 0.000110 0.000027
0.840
0.535
Error
9 0.000295 0.000033
Total
17 0.002465

Table 8 - ANOVA table of Dk for mold and barrel temperature in TD

Barrel and Mold Temperature ANOVA Dk in TD
Source
DF
Adj SS
Adj MS F-Value P-Value
Model
8 0.001041 0.000130
2.250
0.124
Linear
4 0.000637 0.000159
2.760
0.095
Mold Temperature
2 0.000428 0.000214
3.700
0.067
Barrel Temperature
2 0.000209 0.000105
1.810
0.218
2-Way Interactions
4 0.000404 0.000101
1.750
0.223
Mold Temperature*Barrel Temperature
4 0.000404 0.000101
1.750
0.223
Error
9 0.00052 0.000058
Total
17 0.001561
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Figure 29 - Main effects plot for Dk in MD studying mold and barrel
temperature

Figure 30 - Main effects plot for Dk in TD studying mold and barrel
temperature

Figure 27 - Main effects plot for Dk ratio MD/TD studying mold and
barrel temperature
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In ANOVA, it is generally accepted that a “p value” less than  is considered significant [40]. The
standard value of  = 0.05 was used in this analysis. Table 5 through 8 reveal that several of the factors
and interactions have statistically significant effects on the variance of Dk in MD and TD. As shown, fill
time, pack pressure, and mold temperature have p values less than  = 0.05. Although ANOVA states that
the variance between the groups is statistically significant, this does not directly suggest that the variance
is practically or industrially significant. As shown in the main effect plots above, the variation in Dk is
<0.03 and the ratio between Dk in MD and TD is < 2% in all first order interactions. iQLP has determined
these variations in Dk are not meaningful in industry or application.

4.1.3 Hierarchical Structure Examination
Although the injection molded plaque’s dielectric constant was not affected by the changes in processing
conditions, their hierarchical structure was affected. Two samples from each DOE at the extreme factor
and level combinations were potted and polished to examine their through-thickness morphology (Figure
28, Figure 29).

(a)

(b)

Figure 28 - Injection molded plaque cross section at 2.5X; (a) fill time 2.0 sec, pack time 2.0 sec, pack pressure 1500 psi;
(b) fill time 0.25 sec, pack time 10 sec, pack pressure 5000 psi;
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(a)

(b)

Figure 29 - Injection molded plaque cross section at 2.5X; (a) Barrel temperature 360°C, mold temperature 110°C (b)
Barrel temperature 380°C, mold temperature 250°C

In the DOE of fill time, pack time, and pack pressure, the skin layer thickness is clearly affected by the
processing conditions. A thinner skin layer formed of 50 µm when the polymer melt was processed with a
longer fill time, lower pack time, and lower pack pressure. A thicker skin layer of 95 µm formed at
shorter fill times, longer pack time, and higher pressure. The volume fraction of skin layer in the samples
reduced from 0.058 to 0.032. A reduction in skin layer thickness and volume fraction was also
demonstrated in the DOE of barrel and mold temperature. With higher mold and barrel temperatures, the
skin layer thickness reduced from 86 µm to 38 µm, and volume fraction reduced from 0.054 to 0.025.
The effects seen in the thickness of the skin layer make sense physically in both DOEs. As fill time
shortens and pack pressure increases, the same volume of polymer melt has less time to enter the cavity
and with more pressure, increasing shear and elongational forces at the gate and flow front. The increase
in forces cause crystal domain orientation which is frozen into the skin layer. Longer fill times and less
packing pressure will impose less shearing on the melt, resulting in a less oriented and defined skin layer.
Barrel and mold temperatures are also logical given the thermodynamic system and the freezing of the
polymer. Higher barrel temperatures create a less viscous melt allowing the crystal domains to move more
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freely. A higher mold temperature freezes the melt slower because the temperature gradient between the
melt and the mold is smaller. As the melt enters the cavity, the immediately frozen skin layer is less
pronounced and the crystal domains have time to relax and reorient, especially in the core layer.
Although it was clearly demonstrated that the processing condition studied here affected the hierarchical
structure and skin layer thickness, this was not reflected in the dielectric constant. This is attributed to the
small volume fractions of skin layer in all injection molded plaques. The volume fraction is so small in all
processing condition combinations that the effect is negligible.

4.2 Skin Layer and Dielectric constant
4.2.1 Injection Molded Plaques
The thicker injection molded plaques were dielectric properties showed no effect to both the 0.07 mm and
0.27 mm removal. Microscopy cross sectional images at the intersection of the depth of cut and intact
skin layer at 2.5X magnification are shown in Figure 30 and Figure 31.

Figure 30 - Cross section of an LCP plaque at the intersection of
the removal cut of 0.07 mm and intact skin layer at 2.5X
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Figure 31 - Cross section of an LCP plaque at the intersection of the removal cut of 0.27 mm and
intact skin layer at 2.5X

As it can be seen in Figure 30, it is unclear if the skin layer was completely removed, or if the remaining
lighter colored boundary sections are an optical property of the sample under light. However, in Figure
31, it is clearly visible that the entire skin layer has been removed, and the core is exposed.
The dielectric results of the ten control and experimental samples from the skin layer removal test are
presented in Table 9 and Table 10.
Table 9 - LCP injection molded plaque dielectric properties for skin layer removal control samples

DK-md

1-1
3.51

1-2
3.51

X13115 LCP Plaque Skin Layer Removal CONTROL
2-1
2-2
3-1
3-2
4-1
4-2
3.51
3.51
3.52
3.51
3.52
3.49

5-1
3.52

5-2
3.51

DK-td

3.38

3.38

3.38

3.37

3.38

3.38

3.37

3.36

3.37

3.36

Ratio

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

Dk Ratio (MD/TD) =

Average Std. Dev.
3.51
0.00
3.38

0.00

1.04
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Table 10 - LCP injection molded plaque dielectric properties for skin layer removal experimental samples

DK-md

1-1
3.49

1-2
3.49

X13115 LCP Plaque Skin Layer Removed EXPERIMENTAL
2-1
2-2
3-1
3-2
4-1
4-2
3.49
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.49

5-1
3.51

5-2
3.51

DK-td

3.37

3.39

3.37

3.38

3.37

3.37

3.37

3.37

3.37

3.36

Ratio

1.04

1.03

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

1.04

Dk Ratio (MD/TD) =

Average Std. Dev.
3.50
0.00
3.37

0.01

1.04

As shown on the averages to the right of each table, Dk showed little effect to the 0.07 mm removal in
both the flow (MD) and transverse (TD) directions. A similar result is presented in Table 11 and Table 12
after the 0.27 mm removal seeking to expose the core layer.

Table 11 – LCP injection molded plaque dielectric properties for core layer control samples
X13115 LCP Plaque Core Layer CONTROL
2-2
3-1
3-2
4-1
3.50
3.48
3.50
3.48

DK-md

1-1
3.48

1-2
3.50

2-1
3.48

DK-td

3.38

3.38

3.38

3.36

3.38

3.37

Ratio

1.03

1.04

1.03

1.04

1.03

1.04

4-2
3.51

5-1
3.49

5-2
3.50

3.38

3.37

3.39

3.37

1.03

1.04

1.03

1.04

Average Std. Dev.
3.49
0.01
3.37

0.00

Dk Ratio
=
1.03
Table 12 - LCP injection molded plaque dielectric properties for core
layer(MD/TD)
experimental
samples
X13115 LCP Plaque Core Layer EXPERIMENTAL
2-2
3-1
3-2
4-1
4-2
3.47
3.54
3.42
3.43
3.52

DK-md

1-1
3.49

1-2
3.50

2-1
3.48

DK-td

3.43

3.41

3.43

3.37

3.49

3.34

3.36

Ratio

1.02

1.03

1.01

1.03

1.02

1.03

1.02

5-1
3.47

5-2
3.46

3.42

3.42

3.38

1.03

1.02

1.02

Dk Ratio (MD/TD) =

Average Std. Dev.
3.48
0.01
3.40

0.01

1.02

The larger depth of cut changed the average Dk and MD/TD ratio in this sample of ten by .01. This is not
a large enough variation to overcome experimental error, and is certainly not industrially significant. No
meaningful variation in dielectric constant was observed in the removal of the skin layer in injection
molded LCP plaques of 1.6 mm thickness.
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4.2.2 Cast Film
In contrast to the injection molded plaques, the thinner film extruded samples demonstrated a much larger
variation in dielectric constant when the skin layer was removed. These results were primarily observed
during the bulk removal test, which removed on average 13 microns of skin layer on both sides. The
tabulated results for the bulk skin layer removal of a sample size of ten is presented in Table 13 and Table
14.

Table 13 - LCP extruded film dielectric properties for bulk skin layer removal control samples
X13115 LCP Film Skin Layer Removal CONTROL
4
5
6
7
8
4.28
4.24
4.25
4.24
4.24

DK-md

1
4.23

2
4.26

3
4.20

DK-td

3.80

3.83

3.77

3.83

3.80

3.83

3.82

Ratio

1.11

1.11

1.11

1.12

1.12

1.11

1.11

9
4.20

10
4.20

3.82

3.80

3.80

1.11

1.11

1.11

Dk Ratio (MD/TD) =

Average Std. Dev.
4.23
0.03
3.81

0.03

1.11

Table 14 - LCP extruded film dielectric properties for bulk skin layer removal experimental samples
X13115 LCP Film Skin Layer EXPERIMENTAL
4
5
6
7
3.74
3.58
3.54
3.57

DK-md

1
3.63

2
3.61

3
3.72

DK-td

3.36

3.37

3.34

3.39

3.31

3.30

Ratio

1.08

1.07

1.11

1.10

1.08

1.07

8
3.58

9
3.54

10
3.60

3.28

3.31

3.26

3.31

1.09

1.08

1.09

1.09

Dk Ratio (MD/TD) =

Average Std. Dev.
3.61
0.06
3.32

0.02

1.09

With an average removal of 13 µm on each side, the dielectric constant demonstrated a sizeable
reduction, but only a modest reduction in MD/TD anisotropic ratio. ANOVA was used in the statistical
software Minitab to determine the significance of the variance. A p-value of 0.00 was calculated, deeming
the variation between the two groups to be statistically significant. Figure 32 – 38 are the individual value
plots of MD, TD, and MD/TD ratio, respectively, of the control and experimental samples.
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Figure 32 - Individual value plot of the dielectric constant in MD of the control and experimental
sample groups
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Figure 33 - Individual value plot of the dielectric constant in TD of the control and experimental
sample groups

Figure 34 - Individual value plot of the dielectric constant of the MD/TD ratio of the control and
experimental sample groups

In MD and TD, Dk reduced on average by 0.62 and 0.49, respectively. Now that these variations in MD
and TD of extruded film have been demonstrated and proved to be statistically significant, an attempt at
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creating a model to predict Dk as a function of skin layer thickness was done by two additional
experiments.

4.3 Predictive Modelling
To establish a rudimentary model, three points of data are needed. The control and bulk removal
experimental result are two points, and the third logical data point is half the skin layer removed. The skin
layer was completely removed (15 µm) from one side of ten cast film samples. Table 15 and Table 16
present the dielectric constant values between the control and experimental groups.

Table 15 - LCP extruded film dielectric properties for one side skin layer removal control samples

DK-md

1
4.11

2
4.24

X13115 LCP Film One Side Skin Layer Removal CONTROL
3
4
5
6
7
8
4.23
4.28
4.24
4.26
4.25
4.21

9
4.26

10
4.18

DK-td

3.69

3.81

3.81

3.83

3.80

3.81

3.80

3.77

3.81

3.76

Ratio

1.11

1.11

1.11

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.12

1.11

Dk Ratio (MD/TD) =

Average Std. Dev.
4.23
0.08
3.79

0.07

1.12

Table 16 - LCP extruded film dielectric properties for one side skin layer removal experimental samples
X13115 LCP Film One Side Skin Layer Removal EXPERIMENTAL
3
4
5
6
7
8
3.81
3.86
3.83
3.81
3.89
3.99

DK-md

1
3.80

2
3.76

DK-td

3.48

3.48

3.47

3.50

3.47

3.50

3.50

Ratio

1.09

1.08

1.10

1.10

1.10

1.09

1.11

9
3.83

10
3.85

3.58

3.47

3.49

1.12

1.11

1.10

Dk Ratio (MD/TD) =

Average Std. Dev.
3.84
0.02
3.49

0.01

1.10

This experiment yielded results with an average reduction in Dk in MD and TD of 0.039 and 0.030,
respectively, demonstrating that removing half of the skin layer resulted in near half the seen reduction in
Dk when compared to removing the entire skin layer. These experimental results indicate a near linear
relationship between Dk and skin layer thickness in cast films.
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To refine the data necessary for a model, a step by step removal of the skin layer was conducted with
another set of ten extruded film samples. Skin layer was removed in increments with a target of 5 µm per
side and dielectrically tested in the VNA after each increment. With the control samples included, this
provided seven data points. An average of 6 µm was removed per step, totaling 18 µm removed per side
after. The incremental step experiment validated the previous two findings, and added clarity to the model
with more data points. An average Dk for each incremental step was calculated in both MD and TD, and
modelled with a linear equation. Figure 35 illustrates the relationship between Dk and skin layer
thickness.

Figure 35 - Dielectric properties in LCP extruded film as a function of removed skin layer thickness
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Linear equations were used to fit trend lines to the reduction in Dk as skin layer was removed in LCP film
samples in MD and TD. In MD, Dk followed the equation
𝑦 = −14.135𝑥 + 4.1238
and correlated to the data with an R2 value of 0.887. In TD, Dk followed the equation
𝑦 = −10.866𝑥 + 3.731
and correlated to the data with an R2 value of 0.8898.

4.3.1 Volume Fraction and Rule of Mixtures
To understand the effect of the skin layer on the dielectric constant, the general rule of mixtures is used to
predict the dielectric result determined by volume fraction. The rule of mixtures equation with congruent
variable designations for dielectric constant is shown below in Equation (12).
𝐷𝐸𝐹𝐹 = 𝑓𝐷𝑆 + (1 − 𝑓)𝐷𝐶

(12)

where DEFF is the dielectric constant of the sample, DS is the dielectric constant of the skin layer, DC is the
dielectric constant of the core, and f is the volume fraction of the skin layer in the sample.
The volume fraction was determined by dividing the volume of the skin layer by the volume of the
sample. The samples were 27.1 mm2, so the skin layer and sample volume were 22.03 mm3 and 84.46
mm3, respectively. A reason no variation was seen in dielectric constant when the skin layer was removed
from the injection molded plaques, but a large change occurred in cast film could be the skin layer
volume fraction of the sample. A skin layer was visible and measured 0.10 mm in thickness in the plaque
samples, which is a volume fraction of 0.0625. In comparison, the skin layer thickness in film was
measured to be 15 µm, but has a volume fraction of 0.261. With a volume fraction of skin layer this low
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in plaques, it is conceivable that the effect of removing the skin layer is negligible on the overall dielectric
constant.
To investigate the reduction in dielectric constant demonstrated in the cast films, the rule of mixtures
equation was rearranged to calculate the dielectric constant of the skin layer in the flow direction, (DSF),
in Equation (13).
𝐷𝑆𝐹 =

𝐷𝐹 − (1 − 𝑓)𝐷𝐶𝐹
𝑓

(13)

where DF equaled the recorded average Dk in the flow direction (4.23), DCF equaled the Dk of the core in
the flow direction of the sample with the skin layer fully removed (3.65), and f equaled the volume
fraction of skin layer (0.261). DSF was calculated to be 5.872, noticeably higher than that of the overall
sample Dk.
In the transverse to the flow direction (DST), Equation (14) is used with corresponding DT and DCT values
of 3.81 and 3.37, respectively.
𝐷𝑆𝑇 =

𝐷𝑇 − (1 − 𝑓)𝐷𝐶𝑇
𝑓

(14)

DST was calculated as 5.056, noticeably lower than the DSF at 5.872. This is consistent with the dielectric
constant being lower in the transverse to the flow direction.
The fundamental theory of volume fraction explains why a significant effect was seen in films and not
plaques when the skin layer was removed. This is further evidenced by the calculations of DST and DSF
which also show lesser effects to volume fraction in the plaque skin layer than the film skin layer.
To validate the predictive capabilities of the rule of mixtures in this application, a 200 µm film of the
same formulation was cast, and its dielectric constant was experimentally tested to compare against the
model. According to theory utilized by Hedmark et al., the thicker film should contain a more defined
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hierarchical structure and a larger percentage of the sample cross-section should be core layer [29].
Correlating these expectations to this investigation’s focus, the smaller volume fraction of skin layer in
the sample will result in lower dielectric values in both the flow and transverse direction of the cast film
sample.
A 200 µm sample was punched from a roll, tested for dielectric constant using the vector network
analyzer, then potted and polished to exam the cross-section morphology. Figure 36 is a cross section of a
200 µm film sample at 10X magnification.

Figure 36 - 200 µm cast film LCP cross section at 10X

The skin layer was measured to be 18 µm, slightly thicker than in the 115 µm films that contained a 15
µm thick skin layer. The volume fraction of skin layer in the 200 µm sample was 0.186, lower than the
0.261 volume fraction seen in the 115 µm sample. This finding is in line with the expectation of a thicker
core section in the thicker cast film sample. Employing the general rule of mixtures, the dielectric
constant values are predicted to be 4.06 and 3.68 in the flow and transverse directions, respectively. This
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prediction was accurate to 0.75 % when compared against the experimental data from the VNA, which
determined the Dk to be 4.03 and 3.70 in the flow and transverse directions, respectively. Table 17
tabulates these results.

Table 17 - Comparison of predicted and experimental dielectric property values in the flow and transverse direction of 200 µm
LCP cast film

Measurement

Prediction

Experimental Values

Percent Difference

Flow

4.06

4.03

0.744 %

Transverse

3.68

3.70

0.43 %

The ability to predict the dielectric constant of LCP cast film using the general rule of mixtures and
volume fraction of skin layer has accurately calculated the dielectric constant of a thicker, 200 µm film
within 0.75% of experimental values.

4.3.2 Advanced Rule of Mixture Theory
In literature pertaining to composite matrix and filler systems, dielectric constant is predicted using
advancements of the rule of mixtures theory, often including correction factors for microstructure,
dispersion, filler particle shape, and interactions. Lichtenecker introduced a logarithmic approximation of
rule of mixtures not including any further correction factors [41]. The Maxwell-Garnett dielectric
equation includes assumptions for spherical shaped filler particles and a continuous matrix [13, 41].
Jayasundere-Smith developed an equation that accounted for interactions between spherical filler particles
[12, 41]. These models are introduced as Equations (2)(3)(4).
These equations are used to examine dielectric constant of composite systems and the relationship
between the filler content based on weight fraction [11, 41]. In this investigation, these same equations
are examined for their predictive capabilities of the LCP’s volume fraction of skin layer in the same
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formulation LCPs, in which the filler weight percentage, particle shape, dispersion, and interaction effects
are assumed constant across all samples.
All of these models accurately predicted the dielectric constant of 115 µm and 200 µm cast film samples
within ± 2%. Figure 37 below displays the equations predictions, including general rule of mixtures, with
the experimental data of the step by step removal of the 115 µm film.

Figure 37 - Dk experimental results of step by step removal of 115 µm cast film against predictive models

The prediction error of the models in comparison to the experimental data is tabulated for the average of
all 10 samples in 115 µm step by step removal, and the 200 µm cast film, respectively (Table 18, Table
19).
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Table 18 - Average prediction error of predictive models against experimental results of step by step removal of 115 µm cast film

Model

Average Prediction
Error (MD) (%)

Average Prediction
Error (TD) (%)

Total Average Prediction
Error (%)

Rule of Mixtures

1.84

1.51

1.67

Lichtenecker

1.48

1.16

1.32

Maxwell - Grant

1.55

1.22

1.38

Jayasundere - Smith

1.59

1.24

1.42

Table 19 - Prediction and prediction error of predictive models against experimental results of 200 µm cast film

Model

Prediction (MD)

% Error (MD)

Prediction (TD)

% Error (TD)

Rule of Mixtures

4.06

0.82

3.68

0.45

Lichtenecker

3.99

1.07

3.63

1.81

Maxwell - Grant

4.00

1.07

3.65

1.48

Jayasundere - Smith

4.03

0.06

3.66

0.98

The predictive models were also tested against the 1.6 mm injection molded plaques, and accurately
predicted the dielectric constant within ± 4% error (Table 20).
Table 20 - Prediction and prediction error of predictive models against experimental results of 1.6 mm injection molded plaque

Model

Prediction (MD)

% Error (MD)

Prediction (TD)

% Error (TD)

Rule of Mixtures

3.65

4.06

3.48

3.01

Lichtenecker

3.62

3.18

3.47

2.49

Maxwell - Grant

3.62

3.38

3.47

2.61

Jayasundere - Smith

3.63

3.48

3.47

2.68

The similarity in predictive results between models was expected because the assumptions and correction
factors they attempt to model are not varied in this investigation. The formulation in all LCP samples was
held constant throughout this investigation, which envelops filler weight percentage, shape, dispersion,
and interactions as constant. Although these properties may alter between processing methods, they are
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assumed to be equivalent in this investigation. With this assumption, the models maintained accuracy of ±
4% when used to predict the injection molded plaque samples. These models were examined because of
their prominence in literature for predicting dielectric constant of resin and filler composite systems.

5 Conclusions
The investigation presented here studied the effect of skin layer on the dielectric constant of postprocessed LCP from injection molding and cast film extrusion. Included in this effort were design of
experiments of injection molding parameters, and an examination and removal of the skin layer of both
injection molded plaque and cast film samples. It was discovered that the hierarchical structure and
volume fraction of skin layer are responsible for the difference in dielectric constant of injection molding
and cast film extrusion. Dielectric constant and volume fraction of skin layer follow a near-linear
relationship governed by rule of mixtures. Cast films contain a larger volume fraction of skin layer
(0.261) than injection molded plaques (0.0625), and therefore have a larger dielectric constant. Using
general rule of mixtures, the dielectric constant of the skin layer was calculated to be 5.87 and 5.06 in the
flow and transverse direction, respectively. The dielectric constant of this LCP were predicted using
general, and more advanced rule of mixture theory including the Lichtenecker, Maxwell-Garnett, and
Jayasundere-Smith. All of the examined equations accurately predicted cast film dielectric constant
within ± 2%, and injection molded plaques within ± 4%.
It has been demonstrated that several injection molding parameters, including fill time, pack pressure, and
mold temperature have a statistically significant effects on Dk in MD, TD, or both. Although they are
considered statistically significant, a bold realization must be understood that this result does not transfer
directly into practically or industrially significant effects. Over the range of values of the five injection
molding parameters investigated, Dk changed by a small value (< 0.03). In this niche industrial application
of LCP as high frequency component packaging, a reduction in Dk of this amount is not a significant
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accomplishment. Dk was found to be not effected through both DOEs. Injection molded plaques were also
dielectrically robust to the removal of the skin layer in both studied depths of cut of 0.07 mm and 0.27
mm on each side of 1.6 mm samples.

6 Future work
To continue this research, more accurate skin layer removal techniques should be used to validate and
expand on the data presented here. Microtome’s are capable of removing thin slices of material, and may
induce less mechanical surface conditions which may introduce experimental error. Fixturing the thin
LCP plaque and film samples for surface removal presents challenges. This would be a worthwhile
pursuit to achieve more accurate removals of skin layer, resulting in a more accurate results. Use of a
microtome will also allow for an investigation deeper into the thickness of LCP plaques and films with
reduced experimental error due to uneven sanding or milling.
Extruded films consistently result in higher Dk as well as higher anisotropic ratio when compared to
injection molded plaques. Developing a plaque with the same Dk as the film would prove processing
control over dielectric constant, and may aid in relating crystal domain orientation to Dk. Another
injection molding DOE trying to replicate the dielectric constant of film should use a chilled mold sub
room temperature and faster fill times to induce more elongation and shear stresses and faster freezing of
the material. This could result in more oriented and thicker skin and subskin layers. The thicker skin and
subskin layer may increase the skin volume fraction enough to effect Dk. Thinner plaques may also
increase the skin volume fraction, and could show similar reduction properties when the skin layer is
removed. Creating an injection molded plaque with the same properties of the cast film will provide
insight to what parameter most significantly affect dielectric constant, and will more clearly illuminate the
relationship between skin layer and dielectric constant.
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Appendix: Vector Network Analyzer
Thickness Effects
To validate the results were driven by the effect of the skin layer, and not solely a function of overall
sample thickness, a control experiment was conducted comparing cast films of different original
thicknesses. A 105 µm and 100 µm sample were tested using the VNA as a control comparison. Five
microns were then removed by sanding from the 105 µm sample, creating a 100 µm sample. The sanded
and original 100 µm samples were then compared (Table 21).
Table 21- VNA sample thickness control results

Direction

105 µm

Sanded 100 µm

Original 100 µm

Flow (MD)

4.24

3.96

4.29

Transverse (TD)

3.81

3.56

3.85

As expected, the sanded and original 100 µm had different dielectric values. These results discredits the
argument that the VNA measurements are solely thickness driven. If this were true, when the 105 µm
sample was sanded down, the dielectric constant should have increased and not decreased like it is
demonstrated. Removing five microns also replicated previous results explained earlier in this
investigation.

Surface Roughness Effects
To investigate the effects of surface roughness on the dielectric measurement of the VNA, the samples
from the half skin layer removal experiment were tested with the sanded and un-sanded sides facing both
directions in the wave guide cavity. The surface effects of the rough sanded face of the sample may have
an effect on the resonance of the sample-loaded cavity if the waves are refracted differently when contact
to the sample surface is made. If this theory were to be true, turning the rough face around to the return
waveguide would induce a different effect on the resonance, and alter the dielectric measurement values.
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This would found to be not true, and the surface roughness caused by sanding the samples had no effect
on dielectric measurement of the VNA. All ten half skin layer experimental samples were tested with both
the rough and smooth side facing the waveguide sending the electromagnetic signal into the waveguide,
and the average of the ten samples was calculated (Table 22).

Table 22 - Rough and smooth sides of sanded film samples effect on VNA dielectric measurement

Sample Direction

Average Dk Rough Side
Facing Sending Waveguide

Average Dk Smooth Side
Facing Sending Waveguide

Flow (MD)

3.84

3.83

Transverse (TD)

3.49

3.48

The ± 0.01 change in dielectric constant values between the rough and smooth side facing the sending
waveguide is attributed to experimental error, and not an effect of the surface roughness. This result
demonstrates that the surface roughness of the samples caused from the skin layer removal process did
not alter the dielectric constant measurements.
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